Kettle Valley Trestle Cycling Tour

(Weather Dependant - If the weather does not cooperate, a secondary location will be used.)

Join Kelowna Concierge on this highly scenic portion of the Kettle Valley Railway (KVR) that runs along a steep-walled canyon. Originally built by hand at the turn of the last century, this impressive landmark is highlighted by 2 tunnels and 18 trestle bridges that are too spectacular for words. Weather permitting, we will have bicycles ready for you to explore the flat trails and beautiful sights.

Tour Details

- April 27 and May 1, from 12:00pm – 4:30pm
- This tour is dependant on snow levels at the summit
- Return Transportation Provided from the Delta Hotels by Marriott Grand Okanagan Resort
- Bike Rentals, Transportation and Guides are included
- Cost: $159.00/Person  $129/Person + GST for CPTC Delegates!